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Touch And Feel Kitten Touch Feel
Clap your hands and make new mermaid friends in this fun touch and feel book.
Learn about the things big, brown Bear likes best as you explore this charming storybook, filled with adorable illustrations and exciting
textures.
Teaches young readers the words for everyday objects.
Join in the fun as this favourite children's song is brought to life by charming illustrations.
Learn about the things cuddly Kitten likes best as you explore this charming storybook, filled with adorable illustrations and exciting textures.
Fluffy kittens describe themselves and their world in simple sentences.
This little kitten's name is Smoke, Give his velvet tail a stroke. Babies and toddlers will love the touch-and-feels, bright colours and jaunty
rhymes in this book.
The reader can see, smell, and touch familiar things, such as kitten fur, a glass jar, and ice cream. On board pages.
You're never too young to start loving flamingos, and this sparkly, touch and feel book is the perfect way to introduce little ones to these
beautiful, pink-feathered birds and their cute, fluffy chicks. The simple, read-aloud text helps babies and toddlers learn about a flamingo
family as they feel a tough, pointy beak, stroke soft feathers, touch a bumpy nest, and more, and see these amazing birds sparkle and shine.
This delightful book is fun to share and makes a great gift or stocking filler. Little ones will love hearing about Mummy and Daddy Flamingo,
feeling Mummy's webbed feet and her fine feathers, touching Daddy's glossy beak, and learning how both parents build a bumpy mud nest.
Soon their smooth, shiny egg hatches, and Fluffy Flamingo Chick arrives! At the end of the day, the flamingo family snuggle together under a
twinkling, starry night sky. Filled with early learning, every page has texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby or toddler's
senses, and the simple design (with one main picture per page) is easy for very young children to follow. The images are bold, bright photos,
perfect for little ones to focus on, and just right for helping their identification skills. Short, easy-to-follow text and fun annotation accompanies
the photos, and names the images, building language and picture-and-word association - helpful for early reading. This small baby board
book is a good size for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough pages themselves, which develops their fine motor
skills. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feel series, Baby Touch and Feel Flamingo with its exciting sparkly jacket will appeal to little
ones and stimulate their learning.
• New addition to the bestselling Baby Touch and Feel series -Quack! Quack! alone has sold over 700,000 copies• Features photographs of
the cutest kittens to captivate and delight babies and toddlers• Little fingers will love to explore the different touch-and-feel textures, which will
help to stimulate their developing senses and increase sensory awareness• Rhyming text is fun for adults to read out loud and for children to
listen to
This text has illustrations with sample sections of texture, like the kitten's rough tongue, that will introduce children to texture, relating
appearance to touch and encouraging the use of observation and description. It also teaches all about kittens, what they like to eat and do.
Babies will love exploring the world of farm animals through this fun 'touch and feel' board book, perfect for very young children. The small,
padded book is ideal for little hands to hold and the pages are full of tactile areas to explore. Packed with adorable full-colour photos of farm
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animals, this book will entertain babies time and time again.
Invites young readers to touch such things found on the farm as a sheep, barn, pig, tractor wheel, and dirt. On board pages.
Adorable and irresistible touch-and-feel board book for babies and toddlers. Full of fabulous photos of furry animals to stroke and textures to
explore. On each double-page spread, there is a different texture to find, and the rhyming text makes the whole shared experience an
enjoyable one for both parent and child.
An adorable and irresistible touch-and-feel board book for babies and toddlers, full of cute kittens to stroke and textures to explore. See the
kittens doing the things kittens do, from eating and playing to snuggling and snoozing. On each double-page spread, there is a different
texture to find, so you can stroke their fur or touch their tongues, and the rhyming text makes the whole shared experience an enjoyable one
for both parent and child.
Color photographs and tactile patches to touch and feel.

Pet cuddly and soft kittens in Baby Touch and Feel: Kittens. Filled with real-life photographs of all kinds of kittens with
touch and feel textures that babies can stroke, tickle, and touch, this is the perfect book to encourage tiny fingers to
explore and to help develop fine motor skills while building an early learning foundation with clearly labeled pictures. With
padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and Feel books capture the
attention of the very youngest children and create an experience they'll want to repeat again and again. Baby Touch and
Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers
with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages with
bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing texture to
touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch
and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early reading skills while teaching colors, shapes,
patterns, and opposites.
Uses rhyming text to discuss the habits of puppies and kittens. On board pages.
From a kitten's soft, soft fur to a baby alligator's scaly skin, there are several fun textures to explore in this book that you
read and touch!
Simple text and photographs portray kittens who ask to be touched.
A touch-and-feel book for babies that provides a hands-on learning experience for developing fine motor skills as little
ones see and touch pumpkins, cats, candy corn, and other Halloween favorites. Get the little pumpkins ready for
Halloween with Baby Touch & Feel: Halloween. Filled with real-life photographs of pumpkins, cats, candy corn, and other
Halloween favorites that have textures babies can touch and feel, this is the perfect book to encourage tiny fingers to
explore and to help develop fine motor skills while building an early learning foundation with clearly labeled pictures. With
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padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch & Feel books capture the
attention of the very youngest children and create an experience they'll want to repeat again and again. Series Overview:
Baby Touch & Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies
and toddlers with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior
pages with bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing
texture to touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The
Baby Touch & Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early reading skills while teaching
colors, shapes, patterns, and opposites.
Big, brainy science for the littlest listeners. Baby loves the five senses! Accurate enough for experts, yet simple enough
for baby, this clever board book explores the science of vision, light, and color. Beautiful, visually stimulating illustrations
complement age-appropriate language to encourage baby's sense of wonder. Parents and caregivers may learn a thing
or two as well.
What are the kittens playing with? This noisy book is ideal for young children who love to explore their world. There are
touch and feel elements throughout and babies and toddlers can join in the reading of the story by pressing the sound
button to make the kittens meow.
In this sweet touch-and-feel story, Pete the Kitty helps toddlers get ready for bed! Pete takes a fun bubble bath, brushes
his teeth, and picks out his pajamas before saying good night. Toddlers will love climbing into bed and snuggling up next
to Pete the Kitty before bedtime. From New York Times bestselling author-illustrator James Dean!
Hands-on fun for you and your toddler as you learn about animals with this flaptastic board book. Elephant, butterfly, frog and cat, too. Your
toddler will love learning about animals with this tactile lift-the-flap board book. Read it together and help them lift-the-flaps from all sorts of
exciting angles - up, down and even across - it's a flaptastic way to teach your child first concepts.
Rhyming text and hands-on illustrations introduce some basic facts about kittens and their behavior. On board pages.
The KittenKittenDk Pub
Young readers may touch various surfaces on kittens that are not the one someone is looking for, until at last the right one appears. On board
pages.
Illustrations of baby animals include textured fabrics so that children can touch and feel a duckling's feathers, a puppy's ear, a piglet's nose, a
bunny's tail, a lamb's fleece, and a cat's fur. On board pages.
From a playful kitten that's trying to catch a mouse to a lovely little kitten with a furry tummy to tickle you can introduce your baby to kittens
with touch and feel textures.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of different puppies and kittens. On board pages.
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Tickle a fluffy puppy! Stroke a soft kitten! Come inside and feel all the different puppy and kitten textures.
Bursting with color and charm, this finger puppet book lets babies and inquisitive toddlers touch, feel, and explore their growing world.
Newborns will love snuggling up with Baby Kitten! Baby Kitten wakes up, purrs with mama, plays, climbs, meets a butterfly, and drifts off to
bedtime with his brother and sister. Featuring a plush finger puppet that peeks into each lovingly illustrated page, Baby Kitten will delight
infants and parents alike. • Baby Kitten's bright and colorful cloth finger puppet is ideal for little hands to grow and engage their motor skills. •
A sweet and simple new baby gift—just the thing for baby showers and birthdays • Easy sentences and charming illustrations make Baby
Kitten a perfect bedtime story. Recommended for fans of Kitten and friends and Baby Touch and Feel: Kittens. • Family Read Aloud Books •
Newborn and Toddler Board Books Ages 0–3 • Baby Animal Books Yu-Hsuan Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from
Taichung City, Taiwan, where she lives with her family and cats.
Learn about the things this Penguin likes best as you explore this charming storybook, filled with adorable illustrations and exciting textures.
Young children should love stroking the fluffy kittens, or seeing them pounce at a ball of string in this fun touch-and-feel title filled with pictures
of adorable kittens.
Your baby will love the wild animals in this touch-and-feel
Featuring stunning photos of wild animals, this book introduces babies to the colours, textures and habitats of animals that live in the wild.
Kipper the kitten spends her day playing and getting into mischief.
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